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The Report describes the tests performed on a small galvanometer movement,

using a pivot-jewel bearing, to assess its suitability for use in space

applications. Although only a small number of units was tested, the results

suggest that with minor modifications, the mechanism is reliable under a space

environment and well suited to certain satellite applications due to its small

size, wuight, and extremely low power consumption.
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I NRODUCTION

In certain phztometric experiments at present being designed for use in

satellites and sounding rockets, operation under daylight conditions is

Srequired. One of the problems with this type of experiment is to prevent

damage occurring to the photo-detector, due to excessive radiant energy faliing

on its cathode if the image of either the Sun on the Sunlit Earth enters the

field of view of the optical system.

A small galvanometer movement manufactured by $. -'Uh ead Sons has been (

tested by the Royal Aircraft Establishment to assess its suitability for use

as a Sun/Albedo shutter in such experiments.

This introduction is followed by a brief description of the standard
galvanometer at present produced by S. Smith aad -ons and the modifications

implemented, at the request of the Royal Aircraft Establishment, in order to

obtain the improved mechanical performance necessary for its use in spaeio

applications. The envirornental and electrical tests to whioh a small sample

of these instruments were subjected is outlined and the results of these tests

given.

2 DESCRIPTION OF GALVANOER MOMENT

The galvanometer movement shown in Fig.1 is 0.56 inch diameter, 0.5 inch

[. • long and weighs 003 oz. T1.d coil, having a dc resistance of I KM, is wound on

an aluminium former to which is attached a light vane. The complete coil

assembly weighs approximately 0.02 oz, and is supported by pivots rotating in

a synthetic jewel bearing. The pivots used in the standard instrument, Fig.2,

are manufactured from an ordinary oil hardened silver steel, 800-900 Viokers.VThe radial field in which the coil moves is provided by a centrally mounted

cylindrical magnet producing a flux density of approximately 4000 gauss which.,

with the normal return spring fitted, gives the instrument a sensitivity of

approximately 200 microamp for full scale deflection. I
The first eight movements obtained for testing were of ... andard design

except for the following features. No lubricant was added to the bearings and

the return hair-springs were removed, and replaced by ligaments to provide the

necessary electrical connections to the coil. The hair-springs were removed

to decrease the response time of the movement.



Initial tests performed on these galvanometer movements at the Royal

Aifcraft 1tablishmtnt showed that the material used to manufacture the standard

Pivots•, is not suitable if the instrument is to be used in rocket-borre experi-

tente- -A-Pt consultation with S. Smith and Sons a new pivot material was

aeloet. an4 fitted to a further eight mechanisms. This material was a fretting-
€orroTion resistart, non-nagnetio stainless steel having a hardness of 770-

620 Viokers, The reius of these new pivots, manufactured under the trade name

lhevapointt by Xt Schnaider-Hogi Ltd., Switzerland, was 0.002)+ inch at the

bear-ing sux-faoe as against a radius of 0.002 inch used for the fivots in the

Sstandsrd inst iment= s

An additional mechanism was obtained with the galvanometer coil wound

on a split aluminium former, thus eliminating eddy current damping, to assess

the improvement obtained in the movement response time.

1 TESTS PEISORM.ON A.,AN - MOMVETS

IThe movements were tested to assess their ability to withstand the severe

vibration associated with the initial launch phase of the rocket, and their

subsequent ability to funotion satisfaotorily for many operation". under space
conditions, Other requirements of the mechanisms were that they should be

small., light; require low power to operate, and have a fast response time.

At the commencement of this assessment programme some urgency existed

in determining the suits7llity of the galvanometers for use jv satellites. .'t

was therefore decided, since the vibration facility was not readily available,

to ocmmonce the time-consuming tests of long term operation under vacuum on

half of the mechanisms and subject the other half to the vibration specifica-

tion at a later date. This method of testing was adopted with the first eight

standard instruments obtained. However, because this form of testing does not
I follow the logical sequence of events which would be experienced under flight

condition, the modified mechanisms were first vibrated and then subjected to

long term testing under vacuum conditions. In all oases tha minimum current

required to obtain full scale deflection of the movements was measured, t1ws

providing means by which any later deterioration could be checked without

necessitating destructive inspection.

3.1 Movement response tests

The response time of the instruments was measured using a pulse interval

time counter. Start and stop pulses were obtained from photo-diodes as the
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vane of the galvanometer passed across two illuminated pin holes, spaced for a

movement defol.otion *f approximately 30.

""he response time of a typical instrument, before environmental testing,

is p±otted irn Fig,3 for various values of coil current. Also shown is the

Simproved response &tained by splitting the coil former. From these curves

it can be seen that little improvement in the response time would be obtained

for coil cuwTents above "50 microamp. This value of current was consequently

adopted as leing re-alistic for carrying out the life testing of the mechanism l

1rZier vacuum, section 3.3, although higher values can be used without risk of

damage to the movement.

3,2 Vibration environmental tests

The vibration testing of the galvanometers was carried out at A27.R.E.

Aldermaston, to the levels detailed for the testing of the U.KA3 satellite tape

recorder, see kppendix A. This particular specification was adopted primarily

because it was believed to be representative for the class of satellite under

oonsideration, and there also existed the added advantage of combinliL'g the

tests with those of the tape recorder which were to be carrIed out in the

nearx fture 4

The mechanisms were mounted in counter-bored holes in an aluminium alloy

cube of 12 inches side and held in position by two clips, Fig.4. The cube

also provided the mounting facility for the tape recorder.

Due to vibrator amplitude limitations some reduction of the sinusoidal

aceleration levels originally specified was fouud to be necessary, details of

these are given in Appendix A. During the tests rms 'acceleration was monitorea

continuously using an accelerometor mounted on thq block.

3.3 Vacuu-m environmental tests

Thu lifo testing of the galvanometers was carried out at allott

A.Atomation Ltd.) as part of a 1Uinistry contract placed for the testing of

spacc bearings, gears, and slip rings. The movements were mounted in a small

glass envelooe, Fig.5, provided xith tv.j sealed-in electrical con.acts through

w.hich connection to the coils of the mechanisms was made. Since only two

ole t-iicaL ontacts were available, periodic checks on the sensitivities durIng

th-te tcsta bad to be made as a combirne4 measurtirenit. Current values given in

the rejlvant tables, section 4.1, however, are the ivuividAiil noni-itIvIty



values for each of the movements. (The combined current was resolved into the

individual currents on the assumption that the coil resistances of each

movement was constant at the value meastured at the start. of the test,)q

, The envelope after evacuation was sealed and the pressure monitored by

an ion gauge which al'so provided means for maintaining the pressure.. within

limitss due to any outgassing from the galvanometer movements. Thne drive
current to the instruments was provided by a multi-vibrator switching at a rate

• of 43 operations per minute and delivering a drive current of 250 microamp
to each coil.

• ,Testing of the four standard mechanisms under vacuum was terminated
lo6

Safter some 2800 hours., giving a total of 6.19 x 10operations at pressures in110 -8
the range 2 x 10 torr to 3 x 10 tort. The pressure/life graph for

these tests is given in Fig.6.

The vacuum life testing of four of the modified mechanisms was conducted

for 2500 hours at room te peraturot a total of 6.6 x 10 6 operations after

which the encapsulaeod assembly was operated in a refrigerating cabinet at-a50 ±5u C for a further oe.3 x 1n6 operat(one. This was folleoed by heating

the assembly in a small oven at t60 t 2uC during which time a further

S06 Th,2 x 1 operations were perfovmodo

The pressure history of the vacuum test chamber is shown in Fig,7i

Durrn t the room and low tmaprrature tests the pressure was maintaineg in the
low 103-8 torr range but rose to ei-6 torr during the priod at +60 0 rue to

outgassing from the mochanisms.

4Af RGsmults of tests on standard instrumontsa

The minimum current required to obtain full scale deflrction of the

methanisms before commencement of the tests are given in Table i. These

measurements were made against the slight return spring action exerted by the

coil ligaments.
The four galvanometers m,.ppliod to Elliott Bros. for veacuum life testing

wore aga20 chocked for fall scale sensitivity aft6r mounting in the vacuau

wcapsulo thus estnc blishlng that no damage har d incrref during the installa-

tion. These resulas together with the periodic sensitivity checks made during

the vacuum life testing are given in Table 2. Since th± spring action exerted
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by the ligaments is smal_, return of the movement to the biased position did not

always occur and the sensitivity checks rere, made for deflection of the instra-

ments in both directions.

Ar apparent deterioration in the performance of mechanisms ....rial numbers

5 and 8, occurred after abcut fi" teen-hundred hours of operation. approximately

4 x 10 operatiois. However, ths i1struminnts appeared to have r-Bcvered by
the time the next sensitivity nhe.ka were maie after approxiiaattuL 2600 hourb,

"6.7 x 10 operations. The apparent deterioration in the perfcrma-ice of the

galvanometers at the 150C bour maxk was ),ot explained, Sensitivity checke

*,.Ade in air aP•er the vacuum tests showed the full scale deileceion ust.: ents,
to be approximately the same as those measured at the commencement cof" the

test;s, (see Table I).

Examina-..on of the bearings under a n..croscope showed both the jewel and
pivot to be ,, perfect condition with no visibl2e signs of wear, Pig.8, however

minute ru (c.louAed deposits were found to exist on all boaring surfaces.

Similar duo• , were also found to exist on the surfaceb ýjf both untested

mechanisms aril the modified instruments having sta:Lnless steel corrosion

resista-. pivots. Although it was suspected t)at thaso deposits resulted from

frettir8 ,crrosion, (which may have occurred to the untested mecbh.nisms during

transpcz.tation since no lubricant was present in the bearings), this fact was

nov positively established.

The stan&..-d pivot-sapphire combination showed the necessary properties

to withstand wear. However, they were found to be too b:ittle to withstand

th6 severe vibration environment, and fracturing occurred at the tips of the

pivots causing the coil assembly to become slack in Its ber,.'ings. The move-

t ments hoeaver still functioned, and something approaching normal operation

could be obtained by raising thc coil current to approximately 0.5 milliamp.

4.2 Results of tests on modified instruments

After the modified instruments were vibrated to thu specification given

k, in Appendi/ A, their sensitivities were measured and are compared with the

t.re-testing values given in Table 3. All movements appeared to be slightly
sticky in operation and reluctant to return to the biased stop position under
the action of the s.1.1ght torque, approximately 2% of the operating torque,
Sprovided by the ligaments. Two randomly selected mechanisms were stripped
&nd the pivots and jewels examined under a microscope. Although the jewels
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eare found to be in perfect condition some slight leformation had occurred at

ho tips of the pivots. A shadow graph of a pair of pivots is shown in Fig.9.

TLe damage to the pivot tips was not considerbd to be serious and vacuum life

testing on four of the remaining galvanometers was s rted.

j The minimum full scale deflection current for each mechanism was again

recoi-ed at various times during the vacuum tests. The apparent small

deterioration of the bearings aa indicated by the increase in the drive current

requi'udI Table 4, was not substantiated by the values obtainsd for either the

sensi-vity or response measu.'ements conducted in air at the completion of the

above 'vests. These, with the exception of galvanometer Serial number 25, were

in ressoiAble agreement with the pro-testing values obtained, Table 3.

Galvanmeter Serial number 25 was found to stick at approximately 90% of its

full saalc deflection with a coil current of i0 microamp. The current had to

be incre.ased to 250 mioroamp before the remaining 10% of its travel was

obtained. This sticking persisted until several operations at 250 microamp had

been performed, after which the full scale deflection current settled down to

a level of 10 microamp.

Examination of the bearings under a microscope showed no serious signs

of vear !,ad occurred during the life testing, Fig.10, however in addition to

the rust-coloured deposits found on the bearing surfaces of the original

instruments, a quantity of small unidentified particles wure also found.

Since the instruments wore assembled under clean conditions it has been

assumed that the particles were introduced during the vibration tcata, during

which time no protective covering wcs used. A photograph showinr the

contamination found on one of the pivot-jewel bearings is shown in Fig.•1.

5 CONCIUSIONS

The test results for both the standard and modified instrva(ents show

the pivot-Jewel bearing to be highly suitable fo,' use under vaium conditions

when light loads are involved. In addition the size, weight, and extremely

low power consumption of the galvanometers make them ideal f?-,r use in Oertain

satellite borne experiments,

n The marked increase in drive ourrent of standard nechanisms Serial

Sumbers 5 and 8 after 1500 hours of operation together with the sticking of

galvanometer Serial number 25, both temporary ccn'aitions, has been tentatitely

attributed to the dust and small paiticlos fcý.d. to exist on later examination
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of the bearings. This point of view is further substantiated by the fact that

neither the pivot nor the jewel showed any signs of wear. In any avent the

movements at'ill operated satisfactorily at the required current level of

250 mioroamip, a value well below the current ruting of the coil.

The• improved response of the instrament obtained by e2,imination of eddy

current damping was considered to be significant.

Although useful information was obtained from vacuum testing of the

standard instruments the pivot Listerial2 proved to be liable to *rstting

corrosion and too brittle, to withstand the severe vibration to which it was Z
subjected. The modified mechanisms using the stainless steel 'nevapointt q

pivots hoiwevor appeared to have the necessary tc-ghness to withstand the

vibration. The slight distortion of the tips of f he pivots caused during

vit)ration wa. not considered to be serious. Also chis preferred design showed
no marked increase in drive current at any time durinG the vacuum tests.

The sample of devices tested was too small for statistical conclusions

-[ to be drawn, but the performance of the modified units was encouraging. This

galvanometer movenent merits serious consideration for use in instruments to

be flown in space vehicles where calibrated deflections of the meccanism are A

i' not required.[ ~Acknoviledgomont s

"The author wishes to acknowledg, 2hs assistance of Mr. W.A. ".are of
Space Depart-mnt, R.A.E. in helping to c-g~iz• thi t.zting of the mechanisms,

and also for his advice given throughout "ho asscssmenL programMM-.
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AppeUdix A

S- GALVANOWMETER YOVENT VIBRATION SPECIFICATiON

-Aal The movements were mounted in a twelve inch aluminium cube as indicated

in Fig.12 with the meter pivots in the ZZ axis.

j *2 Independent sinusoidal frequency tests were applied in each of the three

axes indicated, and followed by independent random motion tests again in each

of the three axes.

A.3 The sinasoidal frequency vibration was applied by sweeping the applied

frequency from the lowest to the highest frequency once for each range speci-
fied in Table 1. The rate of change of frequency was proportional to the

frequency at the rate of - octaves/min.

Table Ui

Sinusoidal logarithmic swee"

i Freqr'ncy range Test duration Acceleration g
AxisHz min ordisplacement

5-50 1.66 ±2.3 g*
50-100 0.5 0.8 in D.A.

zz 100-200 0.5 ±4.0 g
- 200-500 0.66 ±10.0 g

"500-2000 1.0 ±21.o g

XX 5-50 1.66 ±1.0 g
and 50-400 0.5 0.02 in D.A.

100-200 0.5 -I0.0 g
200-2000 1.66 ±10.0 g

*or within the maximum amplitude limit of the vibrator see A.5.

A.4 Gaussian random vibration vas applied for each axis with tho acceleration

waveforms clipped at three times the rms acceleration specified in Tablv 2.

The control accelerometer response was equalised such that the speoifiei

acceleration spectral density values >.cre within ±3 db throughout the

frequency band. The filter 'roll off' characteristic above 2000 Hz was at the

rate of 40 ,b/octave or greater. A three minute run at 1/10 full scale was

effectea in order to oheck the spectrum shape before applying full level.



Table A.2

Random vibration

[ Frequency range Test duration S.D. level Acceleration
Axis Hz min g2 /Hz (approx.)

g rms

20-Q2000 (each axis) 0.07 11.5

A.5 A611 levels were raised -vnd held as specified in Table I with the exception4 of those frequencies affected by excursion limitation of tne vibrator in the
range 5-7 Hz, in the ZZ axis. Over this range acceleration levels were reduced

from t2.3 g to the following:-

z
5 Hz tO.9 g

6 Hz ±1.35 g

7 Hz ±1.8 g

In addition it was arranged that frequencies 5-9 Hz were dwelt on for six
seconds each instead of sweeping through tnese frequencies.

V2

I--_
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Table I

STAIMDARD 1H0VEM~T MSINTIVITIES

F.S.D. current microamp
Galvanometer - ----...
serial numbers Before j After

vacuum/life tests vacuum/lifl tests

3 4.6 4.0

I4 2.0 2.0

5 2,0 2.0

8 3.2 2.0

Table 2

STANDARD MovMMT SENSITIVIES DMRIG VACUMH TESTS

Operation F.S.D. current mioroamp
time in Direction

vacuum (hours) Serial Serial I Serial Serial
number 3 nmber 4 number 5 number 8

0 0 4.-0 4.0 0
4.0 0 0 5.0

4.0 7.0 87.5 3.75

1500 3.2 0 &.25 41.2

2.0 7.5 175 3.25

0 5.0 5.0 0 A

0 3.0 3.0 0

0 1.5 2.25 0

264.2 0 2.75 3.25 0

5.75 0.12 1.25 6.0

2.0 0.87 1.5 3.0

1.75 0 1-75 7.25

* 2.25 0.37 0.62 5.5 V
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Table 3

MODIF~IED IIOVflUENT SENSITIVITIES

G a teF.S.D. current microampS~Galvanomet er

-. serial numbereBefore After After vibration

testing vibration tests and vacuum tests

21 3.0 4.5 Not tested

22 1.0 2.0 4.0
23 4.0 6.5 4.5
24 1.0 3.0 Not tested

25 2.2 6.0 10.0

26 3.5 2.0 Not tested

27 1.5 3.0 4.5
28 6.7 8.0 Not tested

Table 4

IAODI)0IED n OVE.ENT SENSITIVITIS DURING VACUUM TESTS

Operation F.S.D. current microamp
• time in Directiontaume inos Serial Serial Serial Serial

vacuum (hours) number 22 number 23 number 25 number 27

0 21.0 10.0 4.0 9.25

0 5.5 8.5 8.5

w, 166 10.75 10.5 6.25 23.0

10.75 10.75 22.5 5.0

665 20.0 6.5 6.25 20.5

4.75 8.5 11.25 6.5
V1

2570 5.5 3.25 2.25 6.25 [
0 2.0 3.75 4.25

2666 5.0 3.37 2.75 7.5
0 1.5 2.5 1.25

3466 16.2 .5 8.0

0 6.0 8.75 8.25
4V
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Fig.8-9 NEG.NO.C4104
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Fig.8 A pair of standard pivots after vacuum/!ife testing

Fig.9 Shadowgraph of modified pivots after vibration (Magnification xlO0,
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Fig.11I NEG.MO.C4106
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Fi.1Contamination of a modified jewel -pivc~t bearing after testing
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Meter movements withI pivots in ZZ qxis
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Fig. 12 Meter movements on 12 in aluminium cube


